EID AL ADHA ISTANBUL – KAVALA CULTURAL TOUR
We feel this trip should prove to be both enjoyable and very interesting, but we had to
make a departure from our previous all inclusive arrangements because of the unusual
situation in Egypt.
It is difficult to transfer foreign currency out of Egypt and we therefore ask you to pay for
your hotel accommodation directly and to pay our Travel Agent in Istanbul for all the
activities in Turkey. Imaret will cover our activities in and around Kavala.
AIR TRAVEL
Please book as soon as possible wherever you might be traveling from. In Egypt our
Travel Agent is Bon Voyage whose address is 42 Abdel Khalek Sarwat Street , Tel.
+202 2390 8666, Fax +202 2391 1104. The person handling our reservation is Ms.
Samah Farahat.
The flights we recommend are:
Thursday 10 October, Cairo-Istanbul MS 737 0945 - 1300
Thursday 17 October, Kavala-Athens OA 951 0730 - 0830
Thursday 17 October, Athens-Cairo A3 930 1000 - 1100
Kavala has an airport but few international flights. The closest international airport is
Thessaloniki(Salonika) and Imaret could arrange to send a car to meet you or take you
there.
ISTANBUL- Our local Travel Agent is Rheiatour and is looking after all our transport
requirements in Turkey, guides and meals. Please pay immediately €860 to
BANK ACCOUNT : YAPI-TERM INSAAT TURIZM MEKANIK SAN.VE TIC.LTD.STI
BANK : GARANTI BANKASI
BRANCH : GOZTEPE – ISTANBUL
EURO ACC.NBR : 9090182
SWIFT CODE : TG BATRIS
IBAN CODE : TR69 0006 2000 2990 0009 0901 82
We have arranged for you to stay at the House Hotel which has offered our group the
following preferential rates:
Deluxe Suite €293
Superior Bosphorus €317
Deluxe Bosphorus Suite €366
Penthouse Bosphorus €799
Standard (no Bosphorus view) €249
All prices include breakfast, 8% taxes and allow for double occupancy.

Please make your own reservations and settle your bills directly. Tel.+90 212 327 7787,
Fax.+90 212 327 7793, Bosphorus.
reception@thehousehotel.com,
www.thehoushotel.com.
KAVALA
We recommend the Imaret Hotel whose rates are as follows:
Premier Rooms fro single use: €200 (2 available)
Deluxe Dome Rooms double use: €300 (10 available)
Treasure Rooms double use: €350 (2 available)
Treasure Suite double use: €550 (3 available)
Water Garden Suites double use: €700 (2 available)
On the above official rates our group has -25% discount.
Rates do not include breakfast. There are "a la carte" options for breakfast or a set
continental option for €10 per person.
Once again please make your own reservations which you will have to settle
individually. On arrival please pay Imaret €320 per person to cover transport, meals etc.
Their contact details are: Tel.+30 2510 6201 51 - 55, Fax.+30 2510 6201 56,
Email: info@imaret.gr, www.imaret.com.
The fact that you have to do a little more work also means that this method allows for
much more flexibility. You may choose to opt out of part of our tour, stay in another
hotel or arrive on a different flight or on another day. For instance some might prefer to
arrive in Istanbul earlier, or leave Kavala later.
Non- members will be expected to make a minimum donation of €100 to the Friends of
Manial Palace Museum either in Cairo or during the trip.
As previously we have to operate on the basis of a minimum number of 10 participants
and a maximum number of 25.
Please let Marwa know if you wish to participate and call her on Tel.+202 2792 3867, or
Email:a.hilmi@concord.com.eg.
We look forward to hearing from you. Best regards and best wishes for the forthcoming
Eid El Fitr.
Yours sincerely,
Abbas Hilmi

